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Introduction to hMTechnology  

Today's motion applications are requiring more precise control of both speed and position. The 
requirement for more complex move profiles is leading to a change from pneumatic and hydraulic controls 
to electric motors. However, even the simple electric motors used today may no longer provide adequate 
control.  

Longevity and low maintenance are also leading the shift to electronic actuation. These requirements 
make brushless motor technology the logical choice in motor selection. There are two common brushless 
motor technologies readily available in the market; step and servo. Both provide the accuracy and control 
needed for precise motion. There are, however, some differences. 

Servo motors may be the better choice in applications with power requirements exceeding ¾ horsepower. 
They also may be better suited if motor speeds are to exceed 3000 RPM, depending on the torque 
required. Higher peak power at higher speeds can be achieved with servo motors. However, step motors 
can come with real benefits for many fractional horsepower applications.  

Step motors, as a result of the way they are constructed, are inherently lower cost than servo motors. Step 
motors do not require tuning, allow for a greater inertia mismatch and have very high torque density. This 
torque is 100% available immediately upon startup, which can be very advantageous when doing short 
quick moves or when coupled to high inertia loads. Because step motors are synchronous motors with a 
high pole count, they are able to run smoothly at extremely slow speeds with no cogging. 

There are some disadvantages with today's step motor technology. The most critical drawback is the loss 
of synchronization and torque if a large load exceeds the motor's capacity to re synchronize once the load 
is reduced to a level within the motor's capability. Step motors also tend to run hot because of the use of 
full phase current independent of load. In some applications, if the motor needs to be overdriven by the 
load, it may be undesirable to feel the poles of the step motor as the rotor is being pulled by the load.  

These disadvantages may have influenced the decision to choose higher cost servo motors over step 
motors. Now — with the introduction of hMTechnology (hMT) — step motors become a viable and, in most 
cases, preferred choice for applications requiring brushless motors.  

hMT is a revolutionary closed loop control technology that, when applied to step motors, prevents the loss 
of synchronization due to transient or continued overload, extreme acceleration or deceleration, or 
excessive slew speed.  

 

hMTechnology introduces a range of variables into the brushless motor control equation that eliminate 
loss of synchronization and allow for stepper motors to be utilized in applications outside the traditional 
range due to their limitations. 

Using variable lead/lag limits ensure that functional control of the motor is never lost. Variable current 
control reduces motor heating and improves system efficiency, and position make up ensures the load will 
arrive at its desired location. 

 

The Basics of hMTechnology  

When existing step motors reach a certain point on the speed 
torque curve (see figure 1), they lose the ability to restart if a 
load is applied that becomes greater than the motor's ability 
to produce therequired torque. The shaded area of the curve 
is known as the pull-in region. In this area, the motor will self-
start if the load causes a loss of synchronization. 

If a load exceeding the motor's capability is applied outside 
the shaded area of the curve, not only will the motor lose 
synchronization it will also stall and be unable to restart until 
the speed is reduced to the pull-in region. In both cases, 
there is an abrupt change in speed when the motor loses 
synchronization and stops. In the case of vertical movement 
of a load, the load may even reverse due to the lack of torque 
available until the motor is commanded to stop. 
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The main purpose of hMTechnology is to prevent the loss of synchronization, or stall, due to transient or 
continued overload, extreme acceleration or deceleration, or excessive slew speed. Loss of 
synchronization occurs when the rotor lags or leads the stator by 2 motor steps. Motor lag is defined as 
the rotor lagging behind the stator, while motor lead is defined as the rotor ahead of, or leading, the stator. 
Rotor position is represented by an encoder. The stator position is controlled by the microstepping SIN / 
COS generator that energizes the phases. 

hMTechnology monitors the location of the rotor relative to the stator in terms of motor steps. If the 
location equals or exceeds a set limit (or bounds), hMT will intervene to prevent loss of synchronization. 
This is achieved by "slowing" or "accelerating" the stator to a speed that equals the rotor, such that the 
rotor and stator lead or lag stays within bounds. This change in stator commutation speed will continue 
until a change in either commanded motor speed or load requirements allows the motor to create 
sufficient torque at the commanded speed. 

This change in commutation speed can go on indefinitely, a behavior that is much the same as a brush 
type DC motor. While this is occurring, the difference between the commanded steps and the actual steps 
taken is stored in an internal register. This difference can be read or cleared by a host controller, or the 
missing steps can be automatically injected back into the system when sufficient torque is available. The 
speed at which the steps can be re-injected can be as fast as the system allows or limited with a setup 
parameter. Because hMTechnology eliminates loss of synchronization, it allows safe operation of a motor 
at its maximum torque curve. Therefore, sizing a motor with a 25-50% torque margin is no longer required. 
This may also allow a smaller frame size or shorter stack length motor in some applications. hMT also 
enables a system to ride through known transient overloads, further eliminating the requirement for a 
larger motor. 

Note: hMTechnology will not compensate for a poor design. It will not make a motor more powerful, but 
will maximize the capability of the system and make it more robust. 

To further enhance performance and efficiency, variable current control can be enabled to allow only the 
required phase current necessary to perform a move. By using variable current control, motor heating is 
minimized while system efficiency is increased. 

Variable lead/lag limits (Control Bounds) 

One of four (4) limits, or control bounds, can be selected. They are: 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, or 1.7 full motor steps. 
Bounds of 1.1 will produce greater torque though maximum speed will be reduced. Bounds of 1.7 will 
allow greater speed though transient response is decreased. 

 

Figure 2: Variable lead/lag limits, or control bounds 

Best overall performance is achieved with bounds of 1.3 or 1.5 full motor steps. For torque mode, the 
bounds are preset to 1.0 full step. 

Regardless of the control bounds setting, the hMT circuitry will maintain the rotor stator relationship within 
those bounds, never allowing a loss of synchronization.  

Variable / Fixed current control 

Operating current defines the peak motor current in the motor phases. There are two (2) operating current 
modes:  
 

1. Variable 
2. Fixed 
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Figure 3: Current vs Lead/Lag  

Variable current mode adjusts the operating current from 2% up to 100% of a defined maximum run 
current (RC) based on the motor lag/lead from 0 to 1 full step. For example: when lag?/?lead equals 0.5, 
full step operating current would be 51% of maximum specified run current. When lag?/?lead equals 1 full 
step, operating current would be 100% of run current setting. The operating current is increased 
immediately when lag?/?lead increases, thus counteracting the effect of a transient overload or 
overhauling load. The current is decreased more slowly using a filtering algorithm to avoid oscillation. 

When motion ceases, the set holding current (HC) will be static, it will not vary. 

Variable mode is useful to reduce heat when the torque requirement is generally modest or varying, but 
comes with a downside of a slight increase in torque ripple. Variable mode provides a smoother response 
to an external torque applied on the rotor.  

Variable mode, when enabled, becomes the 1st defense against loss of synchronization. 

By only applying the necessary current needed to move the load, variable mode can greatly reduce motor 
heating and increase system efficiency.  

Performance advantages 

The impact of this can be seen in Figures 4 and 5, which shows test results comparing the motor 
temperature of a motor without variable current control to one with variable current control enabled under 
differing duty cycle conditions. Figure 4 below shows the impact of Variable Current Control on a motor 
that is constantly running at a speed of 2000 full motor steps per second at 25% torque. As seen in the 
graph, the motor at a fixed run current quickly heats to the point of thermal shutdown at 85 ºC . The motor 
with Variable Current enabled maintains temperature within the operating range of the device. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Impact of Variable Current Control - 
Constant velocity 
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In Figure 5 below, we show the comparison of the motors running with a moderate duty cycle. In this 
graph we see the impact of Variable Current Control manifested in a 20% difference in the temperature, 
thus greater power efficiency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Impact of Variable Current 
Control - Moderate duty cycle 

 

The overall Impact of Variable Current Control in a system will vary depending on duty cycle, load 
conditions and motor speed. Variable Current Control is one more way that hMTechnology overcomes 
some of the natural limitations of stepper motors by decreasing the losses of the motor, saving you energy 
and money.  

Figure 4 test conditions: Power supply: 48 VDC regulated, Load: 26 oz-in (18.3 N-cm), Move profile: 1 
rev/sec CW/CCW for 2.5 minutes each, then continuous @ 2000 fullsteps/sec – 1 minute CW, 1 minute 
CCW 

Figure 5 test conditions: Power supply: 48 VDC regulated, Load: 26 oz-in (18.3 N-cm), Move profiles; 1 
rev/sec CW 1.5 seconds, wait 10 seconds, 1 rev/sec CCW 1.5 seconds, wait 10 seconds, repeat. 

 

Fixed current mode 

Fixed mode consists of static run current when steps are active, and static hold current when no steps 
have occurred for a defined period of time. This mode works well for extreme acceleration and / or short 
moves with a downside of potentially more heat. 

The user can freely switch between variable and fixed current modes. When using the torque function, the 
variable and fixed current modes do not apply. 

 

Position Error 

For reference; position lag is when the rotor lags behind the commanded step position, and position lead 
is when the rotor leads the commanded step position. 

A count is kept of the difference (error) between the commanded step position and the actual position. The 
host controller can read step position error and take appropriate action when and how desired. It is 
important to note that the rotor position can vary by the amount of programmed lead/lag bounds from the 
stator position. The count may also be manually cleared via software command. 

A host controller can set a position lag and lead limit. When either limit is reached or exceeded, a status 
flag will assert. This may be useful as possible indications of excessive binding, maintenance such as 
lubrication required, or other mechanical system issues. 

 

Torque control 

One of the feature that make hMTecnology unique is the ability to maintain a constant torque. The hMT 
logic continually tracks the lead/lag offset between the rotor and the stator. 
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In stepper systems, the peak torque is available to the shaft when the offset between the rotor and the 
stator is within (1) full motor step. Beyond that difference torque will begin to decrease until the point 
where a lead/lag of two (2) motor full steps exists and the motor loses synchronization and stalls. 

Motor torque is directly proportional to the motor current applied. Steps are generated at a rate required to 
generate a lag of one (1) full motor step, therefore, shaft speed will vary with the load from xero (0) to TS 
(torque speed). 

Position make-up is not available when torque mode is enabled, however, position is still tracked and 
stored. 

 
 

Position Make-up 

Automatic position make-up can be enabled which will insert steps as required, when conditions allow, in 
the appropriate direction to bring the position difference between the commanded number of steps and 
actual steps taken to zero, and the rotor being within the specified bounds. 

The speed of position make-up (the make up frequency) can be performed at one (1) of two (2) speeds. 
Insertion can be at a specified speed or can be set at the maximum speed the load will allow. There is no 
acceleration or deceleration applied to position make up when at maxumum speed, therefore make up 
could be abrupt at high speed. 

Position make-up will only occur when the motor lag/lead is within 1.1 full motor steps independent of the 
set bounds, this provides maximum torque. 

Depending on various conditions, make up steps may be interleaved with incoming steps and/or made 
after a move has completed. Where in time position make-up occurs is dependent on motor lag/lead, step 
input frequency, and selected make up speed. 

Example: Position lag occurred due to overly aggressive acceleration. Make up steps could be interleaved 
during the slew portion of the move if the make up frequency is higher than the slew frequency. Or make 
up could occur during the deceleration portion of the move if make up frequency is higher than initial 
frequency. Make up could also occur at end of profile if the make up frequency is lower than commanded 
frequency. Make up can also occur during multiple segments of a move profile. 

For a very aggressive move profile that is also dependent on time, it is possible there will be no 
opportunity to make up missing steps during the time allowed for the move, therefore the move will not 
complete in the allotted time as make up steps will occur at the end of the move. 

Position lag for bidirectional moves with no opportunity for make up may produce an intermediate position 
offset. For example: moving right from A -> B caused a 3 step lag, then immediately moving left from B -> 
A, the ending position could initially be 3 steps to the left of A. The ending position would be corrected. 
However, the intermediate position would have been off by 3 steps. 

The position error is maintained in a 32 bit signed counter. This equates to 41,943 revolutions with a 
microstep resolution of 256 microsteps per step. If the maximum count is reached, the counter will stop 
and an error is generated. The counter will not roll over. 

 

Locked Rotor 

A locked rotor is defined as no rotor movement while at the maximum allowed lag for a specified period of 
time. When lag becomes equal to the bounds, a timer starts to count down. Upon reaching zero, a locked 
rotor will be indicated by the assertion of a status flag. The timer reloads on any encoder movement. The 
timer timeout period is user selectable from 2mS to 65.5 seconds. 

When configured as a step/direction drive or in speed control mode, a locked rotor will also cause an 
internal fault disabling the motor bridges. The bridges may be re-enabled by cycling power, cycling the 
enable input, or via software command. 

In torque mode, a locked rotor does not disable the bridges. The locked rotor flag can be used to indicate 
the rotor has been stopped at the specified torque for a pre-set amount of time. 
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hMT Glossary of Terms 

There are a number of terms used in this document with respect to this control technology. 

hMTechnology (hMT) — A motor control technology representing a new paradigm in brushless motor 
control. By bridging the gap between stepper and servo performance, hMT offers system integrators a 
third choice in motion system design. 

Control bounds — Control bounds establish the rotor/stator lead and lag relationship. Control bounds 
may be set to one of 4 parameters ranging from 1.1 to 1.7 motor full steps. When hMT is active, the 
technology will maintain the relationship within those boundaries, eliminating motor stalls. 

Lag — The amount (in full motor steps) that the rotor lags the stator. Lag conditions are caused by loading 
on the motor shaft, as during transient loading or rapid acceleration. 

Lead — The amount (in full motor steps) that the rotor leads the stator. Lead conditions are caused by an 
overhauling load, as during periods of rapid deceleration. 

Loss of synchronization — In traditional stepper systems, when the lead/lag relationship of the rotor and 
stator reaches two full motor steps, the alignment of the magnetic fields is broken and the motor will stall 
in a freewheeling state. hMTechnology eliminates this. 

Locked rotor — When the lag/lead limit is reached, a timer starts a countdown that is determined by the 
user. The locked rotor will assert itself by triggering a flag and, depending on the selected mode, by 
disabling the output bridge. 

Position lead/lag — hMT continually tracks the position lead or lag error, and may use it to correct 
position. 

Position make-up — When active, the position make-up can correct for position errors occurring due to 
transient loads. The lost steps may be interleaved with incoming steps, or reinserted into the profile at the 
end of a move. 

Variable current control — When active, variable current control will control the motor current as such to 
maintain the torque and speed on the load to what is required by the profile. This leads to reduced motor 
heating and greater system efficiency. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source:  http://motion.schneider-electric.com/lmd/hmtechnology_ebook.php 
 
 

 
 


